
Kelli MacConnell Prints and Michaelson Woodworks
We are looking for someone detail oriented, and who can maintain high level consistency,
organization, and efficiency with repetitive tasks to join our creative fine art and craft team.
Ideally someone who could float between, wood shop, print shop and frame shop. Hours would
be part time until the work flow is really established and skills are understood but hours would
bulk up overtime if it’s a good fit. Pay would be $20 to start with room for future increases.

Skills:
- Basic experience and comfort with hand and power tools
- Competency & accuracy with measuring devices
- Ability to lift heavy tools/materials
- Eagerness to learn, passion for art: printmaking, woodworking, sustainable craft
- A sensitive person “in-tune” with the small details and intricacies that make hand made

objects alluring and endearing.

Hours: For one person with desire/ability to “change hats” there would likely be potential for a
consistent 20-30 hrs/wk. Ability to have a flexible schedule.

Expectations:
Wood shop:

- Assisting with fabrication, assembly, sanding, finishing of scratch-made wooden picture
frames.

- Consistency and eye for detail is a must.

Print shop:
- tearing down large rolls of paper
- ironing prints
- assisting with printing
- sleeving prints
- tracking editions and framed and unframed prints
- photographing framed prints for website
- tech/computing/photo editing skills a BIG PLUS

Frame shop:
- all aspects of framing, glass cleaning, art mounting
- packing for shipping, etc.

Why you’ll like it!
A fast paced, but casual environment, beautiful peaceful setting, loud music and lunch breaks in
the sun is the kind of vibe we go for. The woodshop is located off W Egg and I, and the
print/framing studio is temporarily off Oak Bay rd, but will eventually be transferring to W Egg
once our pending studio is completed. We are presently in the midst of a ~70 frame batch so
you could easily come by and see what’s going on and talk shop or visit the print/framing studio.

https://kellimacconnell.com/

